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Money needs lean toward tuition
by Jim Kiley
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy's Ex-
ternal Salary Committee has recommen-
ded $3.5 million be raised from three
different sources to immediately relieve
university employee salaries. But John M.
Blake, UMO's vice president for finance
and administration, thinks only one of
those three sources—increased tuition—is
feasible at this time.
The other two areas recommended for
fund-raising were the legislature and
"increased economies" around the uni-
versity system. Blake believes the legisla-
ture cannot help now, and he said UMO
cannot trim any more without making
major cuts.
The $3.5 million recommended is for the
entire university system. Blake said UMO
"represents probably around 60 per cent
of that amount of money." He said, "On
this campus if we're trying to meet that
40th percentile, it seems to me that it is
going to take somewhat over $I million to
do that."
The salary committee had suggested
university faculty be paid along the 40th
percentile. This means 60 per cent of the
nation's college faculty would be paid
higher than UMO's, but 39 per cent of
them would also be paid lower wages.
Blake also said the 60 per cent figure
from that $3.5 million suggested would
total about $1.8 million for this campus.
"I would probably say the dimensions of
our problem are closer to $2 million due to
inflation." he added.
Blake said there are a number of
The cats at the Campus wish you a restful vacation
Administration defined
reasons why a tuition increase would be
the best source for immediate help. He
explained, "I'm pessimistic that the
legislature will be able to be a very
significant help, because apparently our
state is starting to run in the deficit
themselves. The only way they'll be able
to do it, of course, is to go up on income to
the state, which means increasing the
income and/or increasing the sales tax."
Blake said, "If we're going to try to
raise that money by cost-cutting, I'm sure
that we will have to stop doing what I call
functional things that we're doing now,
until we add up to close to $I million." He
continued, "You don't have to be very
well informed on a budget to look around
the campus and see if you're going to stop
doing things that add to SI million, it
takes an awful lot of stopping of things. To
eliminate a whole college won't save you
$I million."
He did say, "I think there can be some
more cutting of costs by the elimination of
some, frankly, minor services that we
perform." But he also said, "I think it's
so serious that I don't think the people of
the state of Maine would want us to do
that; when we start to eliminate functions
or such things as whole colleges.
"I'm afraid it leaves me to think that
the significant source of funding to
continue to do basically what we're doing
is going to be from tuition." Blake added.
And he said. "I'm sorry to have to say
that because of course it's a very
unpopular thing to say."
Blake said, "I don't have any hard
evidence that a $100 increase would be
devastating. I always think it's our
responsibility to couple a tuition increase
with an increase in student aid. Student
aid can tell us reasonably well how many
student are going to be in trouble if you go
up $50 a semester." Blake said. "I think
we have a responsibility to try to give to
student aid sufficient funds to help those
students."
Commenting on the possibility that
out-of-state students might have a tuition
increase of about $200 during the next
year, Blake said, "I guess I'd have to say
honestly that could be a logical result.
Whenever tuition increases come along
there's always a demand to see to it that
the out-of-state students somehow pay
more than the in-state students. And I
suspect that feeling will prevail again."
',continued on page seven'
Closed fraternity faces
legal action over debt
by Jim Kiley
Fraternity Buyers Association (FBA)
Pres. Dave Flaherty said Friday "legal
proceedings are under way" against a
fraternity which closed last year.
The action was taken because the house
involved owed the FBA a low five figure
amount of money. The FBA's officers and
their lawyer agreed when they were
interviewed not to disclose the name of
the house and the exact amount of money
involved because they thought it would
hinder a settlement.
However, two sources independent of
the FBA identified that fraternity as Phi
Mu Delta, which reportedly owes about
$14,000 to FBA.
Flaherty did say, however, that "every
house knows who owes the FBA what."
He said in addition to this, another house
which has closed and re-opened owes the
FBA a low four figure sum.
The only fraternity fitting this descrip-
tion, according to another Campus source,
is Phi Gamma Delta (Fiji).
All of these debts sparked rumors that
the FBA was in trouble this semester.
Flaherty said, however, "We think we're
in pretty good financial shape right now.
We've gotten on our feet pretty well this
year. At the beginning of the year that
(money owed by two houses) was one of
our major problems, but right now our
major problem would be the continuity in
ocontinued on page two*
Power brokers strive for cooperative effort
Seven weeks ago the Campus unleashed three of its
finest on the UMO administrative hierarchy. This is the
first of their reports about the men who broker power at
UMO.
by Jim Kiley,
Susan Richter
John Paddock
We always hear UMO's administration said this or
supports that. But the administration is more than just
an inanimate body, it's made up of individuals, the
people who wield the power on this campus.
Most of the power rests with five men—President
Howard R. Neville, and his four vice-presidents: James
M. Clark. John M. Blake, Arthur M. Kaplan, and
Frederick E. Hutchinson. Each vice-president manages
a different area of the university.
Clark's department handles acade:nic affairs. With
the largest budget of the four vice-presidents, he makes
decisions on money approppriations for all the colleges
at UMO.
Blake heads finance and administration, which in his
own words is a "catch-all type of job", overseeing
departments ranging from the dining halls to the police.
Kaplan's department administers student programs
and services such as student aid, career planning and
placement and the health center. It also works with
individual students and student groups.
And Hutchinson's department directs and adminis-
ters programs of research and public service which
include the Cooperative Extension Service and the Pulp
and Paper Foundation.
These men have an involved working relationship
with Neville, among themselves, and with the assorted
department heads under them. It is through these
relationships, their individual personalities, their
philosophies and beliefs that decisions are made
affecting every are of this university.
The top administrator on this campus also opens up
the Memorial Gym most mornings. -President Howard
R. Neville works out by running around the fieldhouse
around 6 a.m.. 45 minutes before the janitor arrives.
Neville generally starts most days with appointments
or meetings at 8 a.m. Every Monday morning he meets
with his President's Council, consisting of the four
vice-presidents and his assistant, Peter H. Fitzgerald.
from 8:30 to 11.
At these meetings the vice-presidents are constantly
in touch with each other during the week through phone
calls and brief meetings. Neville has given the foursome
almost absolute control over their departments. They
make most decisions concerning daily problems which
occur.
Each vice-president draws up his department's
budget. Neville has final approval over these budget
decisions. Any decision which might involve a policy
change must go to Neville before it may be
implemented.
Neville also reviews the vice-presidents and their
departments annually. He can fire them at any time.
If Neville chooses to fire anyone, he can suggest a
replacement to the Standing Appointments Committee
of the Council of Colleges. The university's Board of
'continued on page vire
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Zidweekather
•
tlwidav
Partly sunny. highs in the 40s.
Tuesday
Chance of snow north, rain or snow
south, highs in the 30s.
Wednesday
Fair, partial clearing.
Turkey Day
Fair. highs in the 40s, lows in the
teens.
What's
on
VEGETARIAN MENU—Wells Dining
Room. Monday-Friday. 5:30-6 p.m.
WELLS WOODSHOP—A handtool
carpentry shop open to university and
community. Supervision is available. Open
Monday. 5-10 p.m., Tuesday. 6-10 p.m.,
Thursday. Friday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.,
Courses available through the Hilltop
Craft Center.
Tuesday. Not'. 25
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS-Open
meeting. MCA Center. 8 p.m.
MAINE PEACE ACTION COMMITTEE-
The Maples, 7 p.m.
SOMETHING ABOUT FISHING-"The
Fish—The Atlantic Salmon" with Norm
Hathawa. Sporting Camps operator.
Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union. 7: F-
p.m.
PET CARE-"Pet Population Control" v‘ith
Gerry Anderson. director of the Bangor
Humane Society. Peabody Lounge, Mem-
orial Union. 7 p.m.
Tuesday. Dec. 2
THE FILM MUSICAL-Judy Garland in
"Meet Me in St. Louis. 7 and 9:30 p.m..
100 Nutting.
HILLEL CHANUKAH PARTY-No.
Lounge. Estabrooke Hall. 7 p.m.
HIGHLIGHTS OF AMERICAN MUSIC-
"American Experimenters". Coe Loungi
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
ACADEMIC APPEALS-The Academic
Affairs Committee will present their
recommendation on the Policy of Aca-
demic Appeals. Bangor Lounge. Memorial
Union. 2 p.m.
MAINE RECREATION PARKS ASSOC -
IATION-Meeting of student section. FFA
Room, Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MAINE PEACE ACTION COMMITTEE-
The Maples, 7 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS-Open
meeting. MCA Center. 8 p.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 3
GENERAL STUDENT SENATE
MEETING-102 Murray Hall. 6:30 p.m.
Thursday. Dec. 4
CAMPUS FRIENDS OF CIVIL LIBER-
TIES-So. Low n Room. Memorial Union,
noon.
Deadlines for What's On are Sunday I
p.m. for Tuesday issues, and Wednesday
II a.m. for Friday issues. 106 Lord Hall.
c81 -7C11.
newsbriefs
William Kunstler, one of the most
famous attorneys in the country, will
speak on Justice in America Thursday.
Dec. 4 at 8 p.m. in Llengyel Gymnasium.
Kunstler is the author of nine books and
has published extensively in periodicals,
including Columbia and Yale Law Re-
views, Atlantic Monthly. Saturday Re-
view, Rolling Stone, Life, and the New
York Times. He has received numerous
awards for his struggles for freedom and
justice in the U.S., serving as counsel to
such famous names as Dr. Martin Luther
King, Adam Clayton Powell, Stokely
Carmichael, Abbey Hoffman, Jerry Rubin,
Tom Hayden. and Dave Dellinger.
Kunstler's appearance is sponsored by the
Distinguished Lecture Series.
FBA searches for working capital
*continued from page one*
the position of the executive director;
Lou's (Janicki) position."
Flaherty continued. "Finding a replace-
ment for whenever he (Janicki) leaves,
training that person, and make sure he's
qualified is a hassle for us now. A good
alternative to that would be if we could
hire a full-time person. but the problem
with that is that we don't have the funds
to do it."
"We have a cash flow of about $500,000
a year," Flaherty said, "but we run on a
budget of about $11,000 a year. The
problem is we don't have enough working
capital. That's one of the reasons wby we
solicited a $250 equity from every house."
The $250 equity charged to each of the 16
houses in the FBA this semester will give
the organization an additional $4,000 to
work with.
Flaherty said, "Right now we nave a
service charge of two percent to the 16
houses that's been in effect since a year
ago last spring." He said it had been a
four percent charge but it had been
dropped to two percent "when things
were going good." This charge on the
goods and services the FBA provides to
\..0
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the houses has not given the group
enough money to work with.
Flaherty continued, "We've had a
problem with uncollectable accounts re-
ceivable, and that's where our deficit lies.
The reason we have a problem with the
working capital is because two houses owe
us a substantial sum of money," he
added.
Lou Janicki. FBA's executive director,
said. "We don't receive the money (from
the houses) by the time the vendors are
owed, so there's a time lag. We always
end up with more accounts payable than
we have cash."
He said. "To raise money we had the
alternative of raising the service charge
from two percent to three per cent, but it
was a little unfair to do that, because the
benefits from the FBA are going to carry
through for years and years and why shift
that burden just to this year's group.
"So if we take a $250, I like to call it an
equity not an assessment, because it is on
the books as returnable to the houses and
there's going to be interest paid on it.
We're going to get the use of $4,000 to
meet payments to the vendors; and then.
when we collect it on receivables we'll use
that money to pay back the houses."
Both Janicki and Flaherty think this
$4,000 and the settlement of their legal
action should provide the FBA with
enough working capital for right now.
They are also considering asking the
student senate for money to pay a
full-time executive director. Janicki, the
present executive director, thinks a
full-time executive director should be
payed $12,000 a year. Flaherty thinks a
salary of between $10,000 and $12,000 is
needed to keep an executive director in
the job for a few years.
Flaherty said the structure of 'the FBA
has. "Every house with one vote on the
board of directors. It's usually the
treasurer unless the house appoints
FLATIGNLIM ITALIC SET
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Ade 50 cents for handling.
someone else." He continued, "From the
board of directors is appointed the
executive committee."
This is a six-man committee which runs
the FBA. Flaherty, who is the president,
said. "I'm the only paid person other than
office personnel. I get $200 a year." The
exception is Janicki who make $2,800 a
year in what he considers to be almost a
full-time job. Two work-study people also
help.
Flaherty describes his position saying,
"My job and the job of the executive
committee is to oversee the office and
make sure who does a credible job. It's a
go-between between the board of directors
and the executive director (Lou Janicki)."
Janicki calls the FBA the middleman
between the houses and the suppliers of
goods and services. The FBA makes
contracts for 16 houses with local busines-
ses. Because they make one contract for
16 houses the FBA is able to get discounts
from the suppliers. Alpha Tau Omega
(ATO) is the only fraternity at UMO which
is not connected with the FBA.
The FBA receives bids from local
companies before the fall semester. The
bids are for delivering milk, bread, oil,
gas. paper products and linen. They
choose the lowest bidder and write a
contract for the next two semesters.
One of the best deals they get,
according to Janicki is in heating oil. They
pay five cents a gallon more than the
wholesale price for the supplier, which
Janicki said is substantially lower than
what the average consumer must pay.
Janicki said before the spring semester
the FBA has the opportunity to change
suppliers. They have written into every
contract a clause saying if a company does
not live up to its side of the contract
during the first semester, the FBA may
take new bids for the second semester.
The FBA also handles the houses'
payrolls by paying the chefs' salaries.
RESEARCH
Thousands o opics
Send for your up-to-date, 160-
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handlong.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE , # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
12131 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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Program discusses impact of rape
by Susan Richter
The new Maine Penal Code (17A)
classifies rape as a class A crime. If a
rapist is convicted he will no longer get
out after a few months; it's more likely to
be several years.
"Contemporary Perspectives of Rape,"
an awareness program held Thursday
night. in Wells Commons, clarified the
fact that nobody is immune from rape.
The Charles River Touring Troupe from
Wellesley College began the evening with
a visual presentation of the impact rape
has on its victim. In each of three short
skits, the female victim was manipulated
and overpowered. The first skit was a
pantomime, in which a woman dressed as
a man appears followed by a woman. The
man proceeds to manipulate the arms and
legs of the woman into seductive poses
and then drags her off the stage.
submissive.
The second scene involves two people
in a court scene, Mr. Smith and the
prosecutor. Mr. Smith is said to have a
reputation for philanthropy, but in reality
the actors are describing what a rape
victim would undergo in a court room.
"You were just walking, didn't you ever
think that this would happen to you? What
kind of a suit were you wearing?"
What starts out as two people dancing
in the third stage scene ends as a rape.
The woman left on the ground expresses
her horror by kicking and falling back
down, only to pick herself up and repeat
the process again and again.
A panel discussion followed between
the audience and UMO police officer
Millie Cannon, psychologist Anne Hess,
nurses Betsy Battick and Laura
Goldbaum, of the Cutler Health Center,
and Linda Monko, coordinator of women's
programs and services at UMO.
According to Hess. 53 per cent of
rapists are strangers to the victims, 30 per
cent are acquaintances. 61 per cent of
rapists are under 25, 43 per cent work in
pairs or groups, and 50 per cent had a
prior arrest. Planned rapes constitute 71
per cent while the choice of the victim is
left to chance. Most of the rapes occur
between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m. and four-fifths
of all rapists use some kind of weapon to
threaten with or use if the victim resists.
Cannon said only two rapes have been
reported in the last three years at UMO.
The Charles River Touring Troupe performs
FRANCO-AMERICAN
STUDENTS WANTED
The Maine Public Broadcasting Network seeks to
identify Franco-American students on the Orono-
Bangor campus who are interested in training to be
puppeteers for the Aipcoming Franco-American Child-
ren's Television Series. Female voices will especially
considered.
Applicants should speak and read French. Theater
experience is desirable, but not necessary.
Application deadline: December 2, 1975
mpho
Contact:
James H. Bisson
or
Nelson A. Pepin
Project FACTS
MPBN. Alumni Hall
Tel: 866-4493
lir:11ZWE 1 Z7
Cross-Country Package!
Includes
• Skilom No-Wax Skis
• Skilom Bindings
• Skilom Boots
•Skilom Poles
• Bindings Installed
Usual Cost
$ 59.95
6.95
37.95
8.95 
113.80
4.00 
117.80
OVER THE RIVER AND DOWN THE ROAD
ft)
Package
Price
$93.50
395 So. Main St.
Brewer. Me.
In Maine alone, rape victims numbered
50,000 in 1974.
Battick, explained the procedures a
person takes if she has been raped,
explaining why few rapes are reported.
Although the health center is "very
inexperienced- in handling rape victims
there is a standard procedure one follows.
If a woman decided to prosecute she first
signs a release to permit the police and
courts to use all information on the rape in
court. The Health Center then takes an
pelvic exam and looks at the victim's
medical record. Clothing is collected, skin
is examined for seminal stains, because
blood and semen can be typed, comb the
pubic hair, male and female hair can also
be typed, check for skin or blood under
the nails, take a pregnancy test, draw
some blood and swab the vagina for live or
dead sperm.
In the examination room a police officer
must be present to verify the evidence.
Officer Cannon also stressed the victim
should be examined by a doctor.
The examination must be done within
24 hours of the rape and questions about
the rape also should be asked within 24
so the victim won't forget exactly what
happened. One should not take a shower
before being examined because 
the
evidence could be washed off.
Hess described the psychological impact
rape has on its victim. She said several
things happen—the victim is not merely
raped. she is also overpowered and
terrorized. This alone, Hess continued,
has a psychological impact on the victim.
"It becomes a matter of life and death,"
Hess said. "Some women were really
afraid that they were going to die."
Hess emphasized that women aren't
taught to be aggressive enough. "We're
taught to be non-violent." Also, there is
little chance that a woman who is heard
screaming will be saved, added Hess,
"You're completely alone." About two-
thirds of the time, stated Hess, the rapist
has a potentially lethal weapon with him
so the victim is afraid to resist and if she
doesn't resist it's more difficult to get a
conviction in court. Hess emphasized that
55 per cent of rape victims do not resist.
Linda Monko said she is tired of reactions
and would like to see some positive
changes in the system. "There is one
group of rapists—men. There's something
screwed up about that." Monko added
"one of our greatest enemies is the
lethargy of women."
Large pledge boosts total
of Second Century Fund
by Ann Stone
A large sum of money recently pledged
to the Second Century fund has boosted
the fund figure substantially, UMO
President Howard R. Neville announced
Friday. He declined to mention the sum
involved, preferring to make the amount
public in t.vo weeks, along with the
announcement of the contributor's name.
Neville made that announcement at a
meeting of faculty, staff and classified
employees Friday afternoon to kick off the
second phase of the fund drive.
Currently, the Second Century Fund has
a total of $2,942,563 in cash and pledges,
of which $950,000 to $I million is in cash,
according to Neville. He expects $350,000
more of pledges will be made good
"between now and Dec. 1."
"Even though we're SI million short (in
pledges) we do have some substantial
prospects. We have prospects of well over
a million dollars," said Neville. He added
that the prospects included half a dozen
people whom he expected answers from
"during this tax year."
"If everything goes as expected, we
ought to begin by the end of this school
year, to build the first building," said
Neville. The second building should be
started in 1977. he said. The first building
to get a naming gift will determine which
ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
Our Skill and 44V
Knowledge =-
MILLER DRUG
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY
9 til 9
210 STATE ST
BANGOR. ME.
TEL:947-8369
THE
RED BARN
off rte. 139 Monroe, Maine
Excitement returns to rock 'n roll
on Friday night
OAT WILLY
For Reservations 525-3261
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. ID's required
building is constructed first. Neville added
he hopes to talk to the Board of Trustees
in December about starting the first
building.
Phase two of the Second Century Fund
drive, according to Margaret Zubick. fund
coordinator, will consist of soliciting
pledges from faculty, staff, classified
employees and students new to the
campus since the spring of 1974. The
solicitation will thus involve the 200 new
faculty and staff; 200 classified em-
ployees; 2,000 freshmen; 1,500 sopho-
mores and 1.400 transfers.
"I think it's important to point out, we
are not resoliciting anyone." said Otis J.
Sproul. professor of civil engineering and
co-chairman of the faculty-staff division of
the renewed effort. Frederick E. Hutchin-
son, vice-president of research and public
service, is the other co-chairman.
Sproul hopes to have finished soliciting
the faculty, staff, and classified employees
by Dec. 12. The student campaign will
take longer. "We hope to kick that
campaign off in February." said Sproul.
That portion of the fund drive should be
finished by mid-March. according to
Sproul.
Both Zubick and Sproul are looking for
the $4 million-worth in pledges necessary
to build the multi-purpose arena and the
performing arts center with a musuem
wing, "by the first of April.- Neville
expects to have it even sooner.
The multi-purpose arena will cost $1.5
million and the perfolming arts center will
be S2 million, with the museum wing
costing an additional S500.000. "We did
get the $500,000 (for the museum) in two
peices last year, so that is secure," said
Neville. However, he added, the art
gallery, a proposed wing to the per-
forming arts center. might not be built as
soon as the rest of the construction
because "a tentative commitment" has
been "suspended temporarily.••
NEED A FIX?
COME TO
OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
324 NO. MAIN ST. OLD TOWN
FOR
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil, & Auto Accessories
Howard Sturgeon, Prop. 827-2400
FREE ES11MATES
1,1
1
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Well, at least Jack Blake is right about one
thing—it is 'unpopular' to say the added funds
necessary to keep the university operating at its
present level will have to come from student
tuition. Unpopular, but probably true.
Where else can the administration go for
quick funding? Certainly not to the valiant 107th
Legislature. For, at the rate Longley is
responding to demands for an early special
session, the "earliest" it will be is next April.
And, as Blake made readily apparent last
week, if the university system has to depend on
the "increased economies" recommended by
the Chancellor's External Salary Committee,
UMO will—to use an appropriate
analogy—resemble a Biafran child.
Apparently, although it is not too obvious to
most of us as yet, UMO's operations have been
cut to the proverbial bone. And according to
Blake, even added economies and increased
tuition will not compensate for the 10 per cent
cut inevitable in the second year of the
biennium if state funding does not come
through.
No one can predict the outcome of the special
Trimming the fat
session once it resumes, but knowing the
puritanical psychology which prompted
Longley's "balanced budget" in the first place,
we at the Campus are rather pessimistic.
Although the legislature is more reasonable,
Longley seems obsessed with the "trim before
taxing" notion. Ideally, this is fine, but being a
businessman, the governor ought to realize
things cost just so much—and if the state
doesn't pay for them, then the towns and
counties will.
The situation at the University of Maine is
similar. If the state doesn't begin to hold up its
end of the expenses, then the little
guys—faculty, employees and students—Will be
forced to more and more. Whether this method
of state government saves any of us money is a
moot point, in our opinion.
Longley fooled the taxpayers with his
"balanced state budget" scheme last year. But
this fiscal year, we taxpayers are beginning to
feel the pinch, as we empty our pocketbooks to
pay for necessities which Longley's
appropriation ignored.
Thus, the tuition increase. And thus, since a
The protective instinct
The instinct to protect your own, be they
young or the community, is a dominant trait of
societies, human and animal. That instinct has
provided for the continuance of our world and
the animal kingdom.
However, like all good things, the protective
instinct is a double-edged implement. That
second edge, the misuse of a normally good
instinct, has haunted civilization since
pre-history.
Recently, we at the Campus were again
reminded of the dual nature of the protective
instrument. We sent a reporter to investigate
rumors that the Fraternity Buyer's Association
was financially floundering. The run-around he
was given taxes credibility.
First, our reporter contacted FBA officials,
requesting confirmation of information he had
received from another source. They refused to
talk.
Next, the fickle fraternity boys decided they
did, indeed, want to talk, asking the reporter to
meet them at a specific time and place. Then
they did not appear for the meeting.
Finally after much pursuit, the reporter
managed to make contact. The twosome from
FBA arrived accompanied by their lawyer. They
refused to talk unless the reporter agreed not to
mention the names of the organizations with
whom the FBA was litigating.
This whole shield of evasion and secrecy
strikes us as paranoic over-reaction. Fraternities
at UMO have always been conscious of their
image. But all this maneuvering would appear
to be more than just garden variety
self-consciousness, especially when taken in
light of threats made by the FBA against
various parties concerned with the story.
Maybe the Greek boys are hiding more than
they are grudgingly telling. We agree that a
deficit in excess of $14,000 is nothing to take
lightly. However, when the information is
divulged accompanied by lawyers and vaguely
veiled threats, our curiosity is aroused. What
sort of hanky-panky is the FBA involved with?
Maybe nothing, maybe something. When 700
fraternity men may be affected we would like to
know.
When Janicki, Flaherty and their lawyer even
went so far as to stipulate that we not print the
names of the two houses responsible for the
majority of the deficit, our reporter agreed. We
were able to obtain the information from two
other sources, making their precautions moot.
Why is the FBA exhibiting this paranoia?
Their bookkeeping is not being questioned. The
FBA does not owe the money. They are the
creditor not the debtor. Yet, they are taking
great pains to protect those that reportedly owe
them—one organization that does not exist and
one that has closed and re-opened with different
members.
Something is rotten. And we intend to find
out what it is.
---Dowrosmga"HcAs cx)1 
Friday. Nov. 21. 1975
This year I've become good friends with
the head of the photo-mech department at
one of the print shops in Ellsworth. If
you're looking for downcast wit and
humor wrapped up in one package, you'll
find it in Russ. And there's just plain
good-naturedness to go with this as well.
I first met Russ last spring when the
Campus decided to go to Ellsworth for
printing. From •.he beginning, he was a
great help in helping us to get things
done.
When the Campus published its special
homecoming issue, there was a flaw in
one of the photos when it arrived at the
printer. After attempting to remove it.
with no success, Russ cursed at having to
print it with the .defect. I also remember
him taking a good second look at my
editor that morning, as well.
In many ways I pity Russ, because he
comes to work every Tuesday and Friday
morning at 6:15 so the Campus can be off
the press as soon as possible. This
morning. I went to Ellsworth with our
flats, after working almost all night to get
them ready. Stopping at a donut shop. I
met Russ. He was standing at the counter
half-awake, looking normal for most
persons at that time of morning. After
getting the donuts, we went down the
street to the printshop.
It took about a half-hour, but Russ and
his wit soon woke up. The last thing I
expected to hear at 6:45 a.m. was a
minister joke—but I did. After sinking
when trying to walk across the water, the
minister's two companions—who had
successfully made the trip themselves—
decided to tell him where the stones were.
Not bad for that time of morning, I
thought.
Another morning, Russ told me there
were three things which people don't
tuition hike will only go so far, more economies.
Blake's discussion of several possible cuts in
operations and services at UMO served to
indicate the seriousness of the situation. Cutting
the campus police force to day patrol (thus
necessitating the use of Orono police at night)
and closing the health center after 4 p.m. are
not exactly minor changes.
If the cuts now being considered are made
within the next few months, life at UMO will
undergo a marked transformation. And we think
that everyone involved in this community,
particularly those pouring money into it, should
editorials
have a say when heavy trimming of the
so-called university "fat" begins.
Right now, the administration is trying to
keep under wraps the cutbacks being pondered,
because it fears the legislature will decide such
cuts aren't so bad, after all. We believe such a
fear of legislative opinion, if that is truly the
reason, is unjustified.
So, on behalf of the students, faculty and staff
who, unlike the legislators, must live at UMO,
we demand to know the rest of the major cuts
now under consideration.
It seems only fair—if students must accept
increased tiuition and staff must suffer little or
no pay indeases—that we all have a right to
input concerning what our money may and may
not be paying for next year.
aine Campir
skiff
Deborah J. Sline Editor-in-Chief.
editorial
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Lisa J. Perro Copy Editor
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touch that belong to him. "Nobody
touches my wife, my car, and my coffee
cup. " he said, "In that order."
One of Russ' favorite pastimes is
squaredancing. He told me that the caller
dedicated a song to h
One of Russ' favorite pastimes is
squaredancing. He told me that one
evening the caller dedicated a sons to
him—"In Heaven There Is No Beer." "I
guess I don't want to go there," he
laughed. Another time, when I offered to
buy him a few brews at a local tavern he
heartily agreed. But when he called his
wife to tell her he'd be home late, she
subtly reminded him he was already
late—they were supposed to go square-
dancing. Those are the breaks.
But, the best story he told me was about
the first job he got after graduating from
high school. A printer in Bar Harbor had
taken him on as an apprentice but, after
the summer business died off, decided
abruptly against it.
'Well, let's see, we used to get paid on
Friday mornings at that job, and as the
boss gave me my paycheck, he said 'well,
I guess I won't need you after today.'
Finishing lunch. I came back and asked
how much sick-leave I had left. 'Oh, about
three days,' the boss replied. Well that's
good. I said, because I'm feeling awfully
sick. Then I turned and walked out.
having already been paid for working that
afternoon.
'I didn't see the boss again until
February, at a basketball game. It was
about time for town reports to come out,
and he had a lot of work to do. 'How 'bout
coming down some Saturday morning and
giving me the half-day you owe me,'
asked the boss. Well, I told him, I was
really sick that day. 'Sick of what?' asked
the boss. I just looked up at him and said
you
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Just one more thing
To the Editor:
In my opinion, the article in
the November 11th Maine
Campus about collective bar-
gaining is a useful attempt to
help educate members of the
university community about
developments in this very im-
portant area. I would, however,
like to correct a misinterpreta-
tion of some things I said to
your reporter. If uncorrected,
this misinterpretation could
lead to serious misunderstand-
ings about the nature of the
collective bargaining law.
In speaking with your repor-
ter. I discussed the "voluntary
recognition" provision of the
law. Upon representation to the
university by a bargaining
agent that it can speak for a
majority of employees in a
given bargaining unit, the univ-
ersity has the option to volun-
tarily recognize that agent for
the purposes of collective bar-
gaining. However the univer-
sity can only do so upon proper
petition. and its action can be
challenged before the Public
Employees Labor Relations
• • •
Board by people who object to
such voluntary recognition.
There is no way the university
can unilaterally say "it will deal
only with AFSCME" or any
other employee representative.
I wish to thank you for your
interest in this matter of vital
concern to the university. I
hope the Campus will continue
to give it extensive coverage.
Very truly yours,
Peter H. Fitzgerald
Assistant to the President
A bear necessity?
To the editor:
$13,000 for
bear? Come
$13.000 could
a statue ot a
now, certainly
be used for a
more practical purpose than to
'buy a statue of a bear! If the
students of UMO stopped for a
moment and considered just
how much money $13,600 is,
they might see the absurdity of
such a cause as "The Maine
Bear Fund." If they want to
donate their money to some
cause, let it be a worthy one.
We don't really need a statue of
our mascot-1 mean, we can
surely do without it. And we
should do without it rather than
spend such an exorbitant
amount of money on it.
Money is short all over. What
were once considered necess-
ities are now considered lux-
uries. Here at the university,
less financial aid is being given
out and vital programs are
being cut back. And now the
students of UMO are being
asked to throw their money
away on a needless bauble! If
the students want a statue that
badly. we suggest that they
engage the services of an artist
to cast his abstract interpreta-
tion of "bear-ness" in concrete-
a much less costly version of
the same idea with added
durability.
As for us, you won't see our
names on the list of contri-
butors; we have better uses for
our money—like pinball and
beer.
sincerely
John Harris. Corbett Hall
Leon Skillings IL Theta Chi
Racquetball club to promote quality competition
To the editor:
This is a letter to inform
students and faculty that a
campus racquetball club has
been formed. Diving coach Rich
Miller and intramural director
Dave Ames are the advisors.
An information and organiza-
tional meeting will be held
Wed. Dec. 3. 7:00 p.m. in
Crosby Hall. (Behind Little.)
Quantity-wise the Orono
campus has more players than
any other state location. Qual-
ity-wise we are lacking, chiefly
because of crowded conditions,
but also because we have no
observation balconies. Conse-
quently players have no chance
to learn by watching and there
is very little interaction be-
tween the various skill levels.
We are in hopes that this club
will encourage quality competi-
tion and give people a greater
awareness of the scope of the
game. For example, how many
people know there are profes-
sional racquetball players and
an excellent racquetball maga-
zine published by the IRA
(International Racquetball As-
sociation)? Have you ever heard
of a "ceiling ball" or a "Z
shot"?
Membership fee will be $2
good until June. The top 13
men and 7 women will occupy
seeded positions on a pyramid
to be posted outside the courts.
Any club member may chal-
lenge certain seeded players for
their positions. All members
will be provided with names
and phone numbers of other
players such that a variety of
competition will be readily at
hand. The club will offer top
quality racquets at reduced
prices. Members will be kept
informed of pertinent IRA rela-
ted activities including state
School across the border
To the Editor:
I am one of several UMO
students attending school
across the border this semester
through the Junior Year in
Canada program offered by
the Canadian-American Center
(located in the Library), the
purpose of this program is
both academic and cultural. If
interested in the program. one
applies to the selection comm-
ittee at the Center stating
which specific university you
wish to attend and the scholas-
tic reasons behind it: also why
you want to visit Canada itself
at all. Upon selection, you
spend your normal two junior
semesters in Canada, returning
to Maine for your senior year.
Everyone's academic career
is unique, but one year away
from the home base of Maine is
a convenient period to pick up
courses and experiences that
are not necessarily available
there. In my own instance I
found my academic and career
interests developing in certain
directions which were not fully
satisfiable by courses offered at
Maine, and I saw the program
as a golden opportunity to
broaden and diversify my major
in the desired direction.
Apart from the academics,
the program gives one a chance
to spend some time in an area
that is foreign (the degree of
this of course depending on the
part of Canada you choose) but
also where one can feel comfor-
table enough without having to
do battle with culture shock.
The experience offered is one of
getting to know an area and its
people not to the shallow
degree of the typical tourist
blitz, but of submerging oneself
in the surrounding culture.
Even without going about
learning of the area in a
purposeful and systematic
manner, it is impossible to
avoid the immediate environ-
ment.
Very generally, then. I have
offered what outstanding points
of the Junior Year in Canada
program appealed to me per-
sonally. In what I have said you
may find nothing that interests
you. but this program as any
other has unique opportunities
from which you in some way
may benefit. I do urge you to
look into the program, however
briefly.
Yours truly,
Randal Mason
Junior Year in Canada student
Memorial University
of Newfoundland.
St. John's,
Newfoundland
Try
the
cool
Enjoy this great new drink from Mexico!
We're passing along the recipe used h> Mexico ('it's
famed Las Piramides bar. The secret is in the way these
two great liquors blend so \, r ith orange juice. Try
one, there's nothing ,
like it. Caramba!
1 oz Southern Comfort
1/2 oz tequila
Orange 'ince
Fill a highball glass with
cubes. Add the tequila at,,,f
Southern Comfort Fill with
juice, stir and add a cherry,
You know it's got to be good . when it's made with
Southern Comfort®
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION 86 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST. LOUIS, M0 63132
tournament notices. Away
matched are being arranged
against UMPG racquetball
players with the Waterville
YMCA a strong possibility.
We need your encourage-
merit and advice. Come to the
meeting or call:
Dave Janelle 7164
Mens' Coordinator
Connie Paxson
Connie Paxson 7495
Women's Coordinator
Pen Pal, anyone?
To the Editor:
Next year I am planning on
entering your college in either
the field of forestry or wildlife
management and was won-
dering if it is possible for you to
establish a pen pal relationship
with one of your students for
me. I would prefer to write to a
young lady but do not care if it
is a gentlemen.
I am of average height and
weight and in my twenties. I
like all types of outdoor sports
and all types of music.
I would appreciate your help
if it can be arranged. Will send
more information if you need it.
Sincerely
Wayne H. Elkins
Add these words to your basic vocabulary
now, whether or not 'you're planning a trip
to Mexico soon.
SPANISH
chocho
gargarizando
sacamuelas
bulla
manteca
pantufla
ENGLISH
childish old man
gargling
quack dentist
soft coal
lard
bedroom slipper
Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe
an informed consumer is an
informed consumer.
JOSE CUERVO• TEQUILA 80 PROOF
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY 01975, HEUBLEIN. INC , HARTFORD. CONN
1
47. cm iRmatn-1 7!4F
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Neville, Blake outline operations
*continued from page ones
Trustees have final approval over his decision. They
have the final say over any vice-presidential appointee
or over anyone else who would be making $25.000 a
year or more.
Neville called his first six months in office
a readjustment period for his vice-presidents and
himself. He said it was a time when some job duties
were exchanged between the men so they could work
better.
The major thing Neville asked of them was to give
him and each other more information. He wanted
everyone to have more input and ideas into each other's
decisions; and he thinks his President's Council has
achieved this.
Neville's average week consists of numerous
meetings, luncheons and dinners, and piles of
paperwork. which he does in his office and at home at
night. In fact. Neville considers the presidency a six-day
a-week job: and many weeks he ends up working all
seven days. Neville says he eats lunch at home about
three times and supper maybe five times each week.
Neville meets regularly with the Director of
Development. Harold L. Chute, JoAnne M. Fr
itsche,
the director of Equal Employment Opportunity,
 and
Athletic Director Harold S. Westerman. These p
eople
report directly to Neville, and they are rev
iewed
annually by him, as are the vice-presidents.
He meets with the Board of Trustees each time they
gather. The board recently voted to alternate 
having
regular and executive meetings every month, but 
this
won't affect Neville, as he will still attend all of t
hem.
Neville called his budget "very small. It only includes
the president's house and office, for around $120,000."
Included in this $120,000 is a number of benefits.•
Neville has a large luxurious office. He also has u
se of
the president's house and was given a 1
974 Dodge
(which he picked) when he first arrived here. He also
had a full-time housekeeper for the first year, but 
he
said Mrs. Neville decided not to keep her.
Along with his $37,400 yearly salary. Neville has a
one-month vacation. He said, "my month turns out
 to
be two weeks". He always splits his vacation time by
taking a couple of days off here and there. The mo
st
he's taken off recently was one week last April. He said
when he takes a couple of days off he usually ends u
p
doing some sort of work like a sinaking engagement for
fund-raising.
Neville also spreads his time around; he feels there
aren't any slow times, even in the summer, so he cannot
and would not just take off for three or four weeks.
One thing Neville would like to dispel is the feeling
that he's a stranger to the students. "I don't feel an
y
gulf between the students and me", he said. When he's
invited to eat at one of the commons he usually ends up
eating with just a couple of students. He also said many
students come up to his office about a variety of things.
He meets with many students at different functions
around the university, but he added, "you can never
have enough input into decisions," so he welcomes the
student's input.
Neville does not forsee much change in the
university's allocation from the legislature and the
Governor. He said he has made a commitment to
up-grade certain programs. departments, and university
institutions such as the library. So if some programs
have to be cut down or eliminated, he said they will be.
He said. "I intend to reallocate money internally around
the university" for next year's budget if it remains the
same as proposed.
1 
He calls his job "the largest complaint department
east of the Mississippi River"—and the number
 of
varied departments under him and the four budgets
 he
works with may well be the reason.
John M. Blake. UMO's vice-president of finance an
d
administration has departments reporting to him
ranging from the campus police to classified personn
el,
to the Day Care Center on College Ave. His work
 with
the budgets, Blake feels, is the least understood.
"There is no such thing as a university budget," he
said. "There are four major kinds of budgets and
they're not interchangeable; money of one budget ca
n't
be taken out and put into another."
The four budgets Blake works with are the Educatio
n
and General, the Auxiliary, the Restricted Accounts and
the Capital Expense (or Construction) budgets. Blake
said, "The budget that most everybody thinks abou
t
and talks about is what's called the Education 
and
General (E&G) budget; because that's what most
people see superficially around here. It's the E&G
budget that runs the colleges."
The E&G budget pays for faculty salaries, heat 
and
lights, and supplies and equipment used in 
the
classroom. The E&G budget for this fiscal y
ear
(1975-'76) is $26,212,801. Of this the state contributes
approximately $16 million. The other $10 million comes
from a variety of sources.
"One of the biggest items, of course" Blake s
aid,
"would be tuition." This and a number of produc
ts and
services the university sells are large contributors to 
the
E&G budget. The university dairy herd produces 
extra
milk in the summer and this is sold as are the 
potatoes
and blueberries grown in Presque Isle an
d in
Washington County.
"We also sell services," he added. The Departm
ent
of Industrial Cooperation tests industrial questions,
sucn as the strength of materials or the usefuln
ess of
certain products. Through this the university is p
aid
more than the tests cost—therefore Blake said 
"We
make money; it's a business."
The E&G budget also picks up money from donati
ons
and the money the university makes from endowm
ents.
And, there are a few other minor sources, such as
parking fines paid to campus police and library book
fines.
There are at least five major headings under the E&G
budget to which money is distributed. The first is the
administration. Included under this heading are the
vice-presidents and their offices, the Registrar's office.
the Personnel office, the Business Manager, the
Purchasing Department. the Department of Police and
Safety. Public Information and Central Services (PICS),
except their press part, and Development and
Institutional Research.
There is also one area called general expenses. E&G
money pays for the UMO mail service, the university's
insurance, commencements, and services to Orono and
Old Town. It pays Orono about 25 per cent of the cost 
of
running its fire department and a small percentage for
their town dump. which UMO uses. E&G money also
pays Old Town a small percentage of running its school
system to compensate for children from University Park.
The third heading includes all of UMO's six colleges.
Each one has a small budget from which it pays money
for the faculty, and supplies and equipment. The last
two headings are the library and the physical plant. The
E&G money for the physical plant goes for lights,
maintenance and the grounds.
Blake calls the second budget he works with "a whole
series of budgets." No state money is allowed in an
auxiliary budget, he said, "By definition an auxiliary
John M. Blake
account may not lose money; so that it has to be set up
in a budget that's expected to at least break even. In
order to prevent it from losing money, we set up a
budget (an auxiliary budget) that presumably makes a
modest amount or hopefully it will."
Blake said the big difference between the workings o
f
the auxiliary and E&G budgets is that the E&G budget
ends with each fiscal year on June 30. The account
s
under the Auxiliary budget don't end with the fiscal
year. They can continue to operate with whatever profit
or loss they end up with. A good example is the
bookstore, which recently announced a ten per cent
discount on textbooks for next semester due to profits.
The third budget is the Restricted Accounts Budget.
Blake said, "These are the kinds of funds which peo
ple
give to us and say here's some money, but you must do
this or that with it, you can't do anything else."
Blake estimates there have been over 1,000 individual
accounts given to UMO. He said hundreds are still
operating; these are usually grants or donations for
specific things. The investigation into the spruce
budworm problem is an example. Over the years
individuals, groups, companies and the state and
federal governments have conttributed money as
restricted accounts.
The last of Blake's four budgets is the Capital
Expense (or Construction) budget. Blake said these are
make up of "virtually all state dollars". UMO's new
English-Math building. being built through a capital
expense budget, was started from a university request
five or six years ago. The state's voters approved it in a
referendum for a bond for the building.
Blake said these budgets were quite restricted, too.
"All that money is only dedicated to just that building
(or capital construction)," he said. "We can't take the
money out and use it for salary increases, which is what
so many people would like to have us do." There is also
a Bureau of Public Improvement, a legislative watchdog
for these captial funds, to make sure the money is
appropriately spent.
As grim as the university's financial situation now is,
Blake enjoys his $27,400 a year job. He said he likes
working "as a team" with the other vice-presidents in a
give and take relationship. They are always giving each
other help, advice, and criticisms when they are
necessary. he said.
Blake added. "Nothing made me unoerstand the
universality of a university anymore than when I came
to this job and found that the president was not the guy
who told me what to do; that the president. in effect,
had to wait to find out from probably a dozen important
constituencies on most every decision as to what he
could direct and get away with directing."
Next time, the series will continue with profiles of
vice presidents Kaplan. Clark, and Hutchinson.
1 
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Rod Laurendeau
Bob Sherman
Elizabeth Schuster
Mickey Furrow
Steve Law
Robert Murphy
Ivy Eltring
Elizabeth Tanner
Kerry G. Dyer
Lawrence Miller
Linda M. Swan
John J Louten Jr.
Rose Marie Cyr
Frederic C. Blow
George Patskai-
Kerry Briggs
Jim Lafond III
David B. Shaw
Thomas P. Sukefori,
Mark Thompson
Gregory DeBlois
Aubrey J. Merrill
Gerrity Michael Murphy
Charles Plourde
Dana Johnson
Gordon Boyd
Robert laviolette
Barbara Marshall
David Hinkley
Mary hall
Cindy Wilkinson
Doulas Palmer
Tony O'Berst
Calervi Luther
Larry Baylor
Scott Layman
Paul Coltman
Mike Paradis
Bill McCauley
Joe Smith
'Dining Hall lists are incomplete and will be
updated when all returns are in. Haves nice
Thanksgiving.
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University may lose major services
*continued from page one*
Blake did add, "It would only be a
salary increase that would justify a tuition
increase for next semester."
Blake believes the university is in a bind
for the next fiscal year (1976-/7). Not only
is it recommended that UMO raise $1.8
million for salaries, but they must also
raise $1.6 million to compensate for Gov.
James B. Longley's 10 per cent cut in
state money given to this campus. It
would become a question of priorities, and
Blake said, "Frankly, I think if we're
going to maintain any semblance of an
institution of higher education we've got
to face up to the cost of living for the
people who work here. And I think the
trustees have said, and properly so, that
it's the number one priority."
This fiscal year UMO received $16
million from the state for the education
and general (E&G) budget. Blake said,
"The governor recommended that the
university have the same budget this year
(1975-'76) as it had last year (1974-'75). So
we got roughly the same dollars, but the
same dollars won't buy this year what it
bought last year. what it meant to this
campus was the same as a $1.2 million
cut."
Blake said besides this rise in the cost
of living. UMO has "to pay the oil bill this
year. which is costing us something like
$400.000 more .than it cost previously."
"To get that $400,000 we had to cut a
whole bunch of budgets all over campus."
he added.
To do this the university "put a
position-freeze in almost every depart-
ment and unless it was absolutely
necessary, we didn't fill the jobs," Blake
said. The largest single unit cut in this
year's E&G budget was in the physical
plant department, which was cut by
$250,000. Most of the cuts were in
building maintenance. Blake said build-
ings are not being painted, and custodial
and janitor services were cut as well.
Additional cuts for this year included:
Physical education and athletics
Personnel office
Pres. Neville's office
V.P. Blake's office
Business Manager
Purchasing
Campus police
Alumni services
Concerts and assemblies
Commencement
PICS
Development office
President's Contingency Fund
Institutional Research
Academic Affairs
Student Affairs
Research and Public Services
$2.000
2,000
20.000
3,000
3,000
3.000
2.000
2,000
3,000
1.000
6.000
2.000
10,000
5,000
253.000
100.000
200,000
The last three categories are the total
cuts made by Vice-Presidents Clark.
Kaplan, and Hutchinson, respectively.
Blake said "The notion that we had
HAPPY
HOURS
Monday-Friday
4:30-6:30 p.m.
In the Roil Cor Lounge
COCKTAILS
1/2 PRICE
The
?lace
for
Walt
HJJCH WAGON
REETAURANT
WAGON LOUNGE
NEXT TO AIRPORT MALL
some waste could very well have been a
valid judgement." But that was this year.
He thinks further cuts will affect vital
programs and services. He said if the
state maintains what Longley has pro-
posed for next year (1976-'77), then,
"We'll have to go out and hustle to get
$1.6 million elsewhere." He added, "The
cut would mean more than this because of
inflation."
Blake thinks, "There is no place that
we're going to be able to reduce the
budget again without eliminating com-
plete services of some kind."
"This past year," he said, "we reached
a point where we took all of what might be
considered fat out of the budget and we
started to cut into the actual major
functions of the university. And if we
sustain a cut aggravated by the cost of
living increase, then this university is
going to have to stop doing significant
things that it used to do.
"When I say significant, I mean we're
going to have to eliminate things such as
whole units, a whole college. It isn't easy
because they're (the colleges) all inter-
related: the students go from one to the
other (to take courses). But we're going to
have to stop doing major things that the
university. I think, basically is here to
do."
Blake speculated on a few of the cuts
that may have to be made next year
(1976-'77). He has asked the six major
units which report to him what types of
things might be cut. Of the personnel
office he said, They would have to stop
giving physical examinations to new
employees, which costs them about $20 a
person. They'd have to stop providing the
kind of newsletter to employees that they
do." Blake said these are just two
possibilities "from a long list."
He said the campus police may have to
be cut dramatically. "The next cut means
we're going to have to go without police
protection for an eight-hour period here.
We've gotten to the point that thenext cut
cuts a squad. I don't know whether it's
day, night. or afternoon, but we would
have to turn to the town of Orono for
police service."
Rlake wanted to stress that this isn't
definitely going to happen, but he said it's
a real possibility if that $1.6 million has to
come through cuts on campus.
Commenting on the rumor that Cutler
Health Center may have to close at 4:00
p.m. next year, Blake said. "I know I've
heard people in the student affairs area.
they've mentioned one of the places to be
cut is the student health center. We've
reached a point there where the next cut
means you don't have enough people to
operate so you close the door."
Blake said the new cuts. "could well be
from sports." But he added that this
would be a problem, because UMO has
integrated physical education and athle-
tics.
"Peopje who feel that the solution to all
our problems is to eliminate the football
team don't quite understand that this
probably is a drop in the bucket in
relation; we're after $1.6 million. We
might save at the very most, if we
eliminated football, $100.000 in expen-
ses," Blake said, "which would also take
away the people who are teaching in the
College of Education, who are also
working on intramural programs and a
variety of other things which they
wouldn't want to cut."
Blake didn't want to speculate much
more on what would be cut. He used the
graduate library program as an example.
When the program was starting to be
phased out, Blake said it caused quite a
stir. He said any more speculation now by
him would create some controversy.
He did say he hoped the cuts wouldn't
be from the instruction part of the E&G
budget. Blake said, "IT would seem to me
that (instruction) would be the logical part
to preserve to the very last."
Blake doesn't blame anyone for the cuts
in the budget. He said "IT appears that
the people. through their legislature, have
decided that the growth and development
of the state university system is not as
important as it used to be.
"I think we put our heads in the sand if
we blame a particular governor or if we
blame a particular group of legislators. I
think they're reflecting what they believe
quitely, silently, and from our point of
view very irritatingly, an attitude of a lack
of enthusiasm for what higher education
was thought to do and is not doing.
"We still have all the evils that people
have looked to education to cure," he
added.
"We've nickeled and dimed outselves
to pieces here, by cutting here, cutting
there, don't hire here; I think we've done
all we can do. The next time we go to cut,
it's got to be a significant section. We've
trimmed the fat, now we've got to take
some limbs off."
Blake said the process ot cutting as
much as $1.6 million from next year's
budget (E&G) would involve a number of
constituencies, including the students,
faculty. alumni. the Chancellor, the Board
of Trustees, and the taxpayers. The
administration, he stated, would like to
get some sort of a consensus of opinion.
But, he added, it would be the adminis-
tration and especially Pres. Neville who
would make the final decision.
"The president." he said. " is paid for,
hired for, and fired for either carrying out
what is responsible for or not. And he has
the responisibility and the authority
ultimately to take all the suggestions—but
the buck stops at his desk."
Blake offered one possible solution to
the budget problems. He said public
higher education may have to become
more like private education. The E&G
budget now includes $16 million from the
state and $10 million from private sources.
Blake thinks maybe this university will
have to turn those figures around,
receiving the $16 million from the private
sources while only taking $10 million from
the state.
To do this Blake said "the tuition has to
go up." "I'd have to be less than honest if
I didn't say that's(tuition) somehow got to
change," he added. The finance and
administration vice-president thinks the
university would have to hire a company
or a full-time fund raiser to increase the
amount of private funding for the E&G
budget.
This financial crunch has not just hit
this campus. Walter Fridinger, vice-pres-
ident for finance and administration at the
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
(UMPG), said his campus faces the same
10 per cent cut in the state funds in his
E&G budget. "This would amount to
about $650,000," he said. "Last year's cut
was between $550,000 adn $600.000."
Fridinger said they, too. had a position
freeze. In fact, he said, "Five administra-
tors' positions were left open." He added.
"Anything would be difficult to econo-
mize, we're such a skeleton force now."
But he said, "There's no doubt about it,
there will have to be some services cut."
Pres. Arthur S. Buswell of University of
Maine at Machias said his campus "has
been cutting for a while now, and a
budget cut of 10 per cent next year will
hurt." His campus has had a position
freeze in effect and when their press
release person left they only filled bis job
with a part-timer, he said. Buswell said it
seems that he "must cut maintenance and
small programs and services for next
year."
Blake. also a little pessimistic, said, 'If
we make our plans to raise tuition, and if
we make some minor adjustments (cuts),
and say the potential of added income
from the legislature is virtually nil, then
we're going to come to a point of not
being able to raise tuition sutticientiy to
cover all costs. We're not going to be able
to cut enough costs to make up the
difference. I think we're going to look to at
least a year of what I would call deficit
financing.
"I think we will make the best plans we
can. We will increase tuition by what's
fair and reasonable and that won't do the
trick. Then we will have a year in which
we'll come out at the end of the year
having spent more money than the budget
permitted And the university will owe
money someplace. somehow to people.
-And then the next year we will have to
go back to the legislature. perhaps even
go back to the students again, and say not
only do we have increased expenses but
we have last year's loss, a deficit, to
cover." Blake added.
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St. Mary's victimized
Warner leads Bears to exhibition win, 78-69
by Mike Kane
The game was billed as an exhibition
between UMO and St. Mary's University
from Halifax. Nova Scotia. It would have
been better to call it Bob Warner vs. St.
Mary's.
Warner, Maine's 6-8 senior center.
dominated the contest, his game high 32
points providing the bulk of the Black
Bear offense, that led Maine to a 78-69
victory.
The game was a study in different styles
of play. Both sides employed tight
half-court man to man defenses, but it was
the offensive patterns that determined the
outcome.
The Bears, utilizing the penetrating
abilities of the elusive Warner, continually
moved into the hoop. scoring 23 of 35
buckets from underneath. In contrast, the
Huskies, using a series of set plays, were
unable to move to the basket, scoring only
six of their total 33 buckets from within 15
feet.
The contest was tight throughout three
quarters of play, with the Bears taking the
lead in the first three minutes of the first
half, relinquishing it only &ice the
remainder of the evening. St. Mary's tied
the game at 24-24 with 7:05 left in the
opening half and again at the five minute
mark.
At the half. Maine led 42-39, behind
Warner's 22 points and a ten point effort
by Junior guard Paul Wholey. Forward
Errol Bind and guard Fred Perry led the
visitors with 14 and 11 points respectively.
The first half was a struggle for both
sides. Maine's offense, except for Warner
and Wholey. was unable to get on track.
Warner carried most of the burden,
continualy moving to the hoop along the
baseline. At the three minute mark. the
6-8 Bear captain made a quick pivot just
outside the key. leaving Huskey center
Ken Seaward, helpless, frozen in his
tracks. Warner scored the hoop. drawing a
roar of approval from the capacity crowd.
--Commentary- 
Maine broke the game open in the first
five minutes of the second half on six
consecutive hoops, two by junior forward
Steve Fitzpatrick and four straight by
Warner.. The Huskies were unable to
close the gap to less than five points the
remainder of the game.
The second stanza followed the same
pattern as the first. with Maine continuing
to go to Warner underneath. St. Mary's,
who shot a torrid 56 per cent from the
floor in the first 20 minutes, cooled in the
final 20 minutes to 13 for 32 for 40
percent.
The young Bears were impressive on
defense throughout the contest, playing
a collapsing man to whom that continually
clogged the middle. Offensively. Wholey.
who finsihed with 17 points, and 6-8
freshman Kevin Nelson (13 points), were
impressive in their first outings.
Warner is the only senior on the Maine
squad. Five of the remaining ten players
are freshmen.
Statistically. The Bears shot 48 per cent
from the floor (34 for 71), and gathered 42
rebounds. The visiting Huskies hit on 49
per cent of their shots and pulled down 32
rebounds.
The game was relatively mistake-free,
as only 14 turnovers were recorded, nine
by the inexperienced Bears and five by St.
Mary's.
For St. Mary's Friday's contest was the
fifth in a series of seven tour games to be
played against U.S. colleges and univer-
sities.
Maine opens the regular season Dec. I
against Boston University at the Memorial
Gym. The St. Mary's contest was an
exhibition, and none of the statistics count
toward official totoals.
Against BU. Warner's first two points
will move him into second place on the
UMO all-time scoring list. He currently
trails his coach Skip Chappelle by one
point.
by Ben Turpin
Blarnies grab title in mud polo finale
The Four Leaf Blarnies of wird south
Stodder trampled the Cumberland base-
ment Fighting Guppies last Saturday to
put the lid on their first mud polo
championship victory since the chilly fall
of 1943.
Under dreary but excellent sporting
conditions both teams fought with inspir-
411.
ing bravery and a rugged tenacity that
made the match almost certainly perhaps
one of the most memorable in UMO mud
polo history. No doubt this debacle will be
a nostalgic subject of the fireside gather-
ings of the old-timers of future years.
Unfortunately the first few innings saw
little action and even less points put on
the scoreboard as things just didn't seem
to get off the mud. Struggling dirtied
steeds were bogged down in the thicken-
ing soup, spirits sagged noticeably, and
the ball was lost any number of times.
Finally, after a massive but fruitless
search that involved players, officials.
spectators, casual onlookers, and even
a special section
passers-by. It was decided that the rules
could be bent slightly and a partially
inflated inner tube could be used in place
of the lost sphere.
The match renewed and the Blarnie
lads, quickly becoming accustomed to the
change, made a spirited rally. Under the
veteran eyes of cigar-chomping coach Ray
"Jamaica Joe" Totaro (who paced the
sidelines shouting gruff orders and spiced
with occasional blasphemes), the Southie
Blarns overpowered the Gups and pushed
for a polo touchdown to give them 21/4
points. The ecstatic Blarnie fans respon-
ded with furious glee, swarming the field
to mob and pummel the terrified Guppy
players.
The traditional pomp and circumstance
of the mud polo half-time entertainment
and tedious ceremony was unusually
boring and the mood of the crowd turned
sour. When the exhausted teams failed to
emerge for the third quarter of play their
disposition took a turn for the worser. The
already rickety stands were forcefully
dismembered and the field littered with
the remains.
By early in the fourth quarter the game
was on again and things had settled a bit
as the frustrations of the spectators
seemed to have been taken out. The
underdog Gups were bound and deter-
mined to set things straight. Moving the
inner tube upfield in a series of scintilla-
ting plays, they found themselves in fine
scoring position. The mud-spattered
eighthback then faked right and cut left to
ride athletically into the endzone for a
stunning jew-dropping double-rhomboid
touchdown to give the Guppies the lead
with approximately 3.1415 points.
It looked as if the match might be all
sewn up, but soon it was clear that this
was not the case. No, the Four-Leafers'
hadn't thrown in the towel yet. Risking
foul play and the severe penalties and
wrist slapping that might result, the
Blarnies gambled and went for the
lucrative Umps Bribe Play. The referees,
after some hasty consultations, allowed
that they were favorably impressed and
jointly decided to change the score to
3.1416 to 3.1415, in favor of the now
jubilant Southie Blarns.
Obviously demoralized, the Gups could
barely hold their own as the final seconds
of the match were counted down by the
roaring Southie fans.
The losers were fiercely routed and
post-game celebrations got under way.
The Honorable Lord Mugawump Remem-
brance Cup was presented to tearfully
happy Coach Totaro. His only comment
was "We punch 'em in da' moufl
Unfortunately, the Cup was lost some-
where in the muck, but, well, that's
another story.
Anyways, so ends another glorious mud
polo season.. .see you all again next year!
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Decent ber 5, 1975
... a special Maine Campus 12 page supplement
full of great gift ideas
and interesting articles for Christmas '75.
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EVERYDAY
Governor's
BEATINFLATION
AT
SPECIALS
MONDAY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
PASTA DAY
HOT DOGS
SPAGHETTI &
MEATBALLS .99 .19
LASAGNA $1.79 WHERE ELSE CAN YOU
BUY ANYTHING TO EAT
VEAL CUTLET FOR UNDER A QUARTER
(SPAGHETTI SAUCE)''
THURSDAY & SATURDAY FRIDAY
CHICKEN FISH FRY
2 PIECES, COLE SLAW, FRESH FISH, FRENCH
FRENCH FRIES. ROLL
FRIES, COLE SLAW, ROLL
Only .99
.85
A COMPLETE DINNER'
SUNDAY ALL AT:
GOVERNOR'S
SIRLOIN STEAK ........\
1/2 lb. SIRLOIN STEAK /0
ROLL, FRENCH
FRIES, COLE SLAW
$ 1 .99 ;.- )...„4
STILLWATER
Christmas Commentary 
More for less?
by Susan Richter
Yes, it seems as though Christmas is
coming upon us sooner every year.
Christmas decorations are strung up in
towns before Thanksgiving, trees placed
in prominent positions, just waiting for the
crowds.
It has been predicted that this season
will be especially profitable for stores.
This Christmas, in other words, will be a
great one for the industry. The consumer
seems to feel considerably better about
the state of the United States. The faith of
the consumer is rising, at least in one
area.
Everything gets in full swing the day
after Thanksgiving. Advertising is geared
toward pulling in the shoppers with such
slogans as "more Christmas for less
money sale," printed in red and green
ink.
The masses flock to the stores, pushing
and shoving to get that certain item first.
Christmas spirit? All the romance and
holiday spirit dissipates when you have to
elbow your way to the counter.
In 1909, when the citizens of Pasadena.
California. decorated a tree with electric
lights, they started a new custom in
America. All sorts of wonderful creations
have been developed for use in Christmas
landscape scenes. There are fakes trees
for the home or Christmas parties,
revolving trees, mechanized scenes and
moving figures. Electric lights are avail-
able for decorating the outside of your
home, any color to choose from, or
multi-colored blinking lights to enhance a
tree or bush in your yard.
Christmas is changing just like every-
thing else changes. The energy crunch
should speak for itself. It seems absurd to
turn down the heat in your house or make
sure that the kitchen light is out when
those blinking lights are on outside.
Yes, times are changing, even if it
means that we have to revert to frugality.
Why can't we willingly switch from the
garish flashes of blinking lights to the
peaceful flickering of candlelight, or is all
this wasted energy necessary for the sake
of the Christmas holiday spirit—or better
yet commercialism?
Ererything for the Horse
and Horseman
• Leather jackets, fringed & pile lined
• Vests, Boots
• English and Western Riding apparal
uf,ind equipment Gass Sales Stables
Main Rd., M.R.A.
Orono, Tel. 866-2075
The School of Performing Arts, Univ. of Maine at Orono
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE
resents-
December •
9-13
curtain
8:15 p.m.  
on sale
Hauck Auditorium
Box Office
General Admission
S2.00-U.of M Students
S1.56 Tel. 581-7757-
Box Office Open
11-2 and 6:00 p.m
To Curtain
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art works
11 shown for buyers
"Ceiling of the Opera' -Chagall
The annual Art for Christmas Buying
exhibit opens this week in Carnegie Hall. and
promises to be the best so far, according to
Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen, curator of the
university art collection.
Hartgen said the show, which hangs in
Carnegie's Gallery One, is not a sale, but
rather an exhibit which makes it possible for
students to buy, in order to begin their
collections."
All of the works displayed are originals,
and most are signed by the artists. Included
are etchings, lithographs, engravings, wood-
cuts and other graphics, as well as paintings
and drawings. The artists are both old and
modern masters, and are split about equally
between Maine and outside artists. Included
in the exhibit are such masters as Dali,
Chagall, Hogarth, Kollwitz, Daumier, Munch,
Renoir, Matisse, and Picasso. Maine artists
represented are William and Stell Shevis,
Vincent Hartgen, Joseph Haroutunian, Hans
Ritter, Michael Lewis, and Ronald Ghiz.
Hartgen stressed that all works are at
"prices students can afford.- Over the years,
he explained, many students and faculty have
made an initial purchase of a work of art at
the Christmas exhibit, then went on to
become avid collectors.
As works are sold and taken down, they
)will be replaced with others by the same
artist—providing an ever-changing exhibit for
the entire time. There is a great deal of
backup available, Hartgen said.
One of the best parts of this exhibit,
Hartgen noted, is that "old masters are
coming back in lesser versions of their
high-priced works. But it also allows works to
be purchased by the new people who will
eventually become old masters."
An added part of the exhibit will be a visit
by representatives from the Ferdinand Roten
Galleries of Baltimore, today from 1 to 5 and
7 to 9 p.m. Included will be graphics from one
of the nation's better known galleries.
Art for Christmas Buying will be on exhibit
until Dec. 19, and is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
by Steve Ward
10'
"Picasso De Poche"-Picasso
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The Heart of
Student Christmas Shopping is in
Downtown Bangor
From 
turniture, 
grng 
cards,
eeti
booKs 
anci 
cosmetics to 
window
shades, dish 
sets, 
sporting
goods, 
tashions •••
t•Io 
matter 
what it 
is, 
Downtown
Bangor is 
where it 
is.
HAVE A
COOL
CHRISTMAS
AT THE
OSTON
STORE
30 32 MAIM $T, &AMCOR
If your looking for
Christmas gifts people will
love receiving, you'll find
them at the BOSTON STORE
with a large selection of
in every style and color imaginable
Also a great selection of Parkas, Down Vests
and Jackets, Boots (Frye), fur coats, Ski Sweaters, Gloves
The Beat Goes On and On. COME ON IN AND
SEE FOR YOURSELF, YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!
It's fun
to shop
Downtown
Bangor!
Free
Bus
Service!
VINER MUSIC COMPANY
New England's Largest and Most Complete Music Store
Buy a KLH
AND SAVE
STEREO PACKAGE
Model SSA Storm, Rec•Iver
ING‘161 32 ismehors
Mod& 32A St•rooll.m.alr•r
mc.II•16 Speekors
liLA 55A Stereo Receiver 13 Watts
RIRS Power per channel
With Model 31 SPKS $299"
With Model 32 SPKS '309"
With Model 17 SPKS '364"
liLH 52A Stereo Receiver 35 Watts
RIMS Power per channel
With Model 17 SPKS '419"
With Model 6V SPKS '439"
1Save up to $170"
KLH Factory
Authorized Service
Tel. 947-7314 VINERMUSIC COMPANY
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Merry Christmas
D
frcm 
theowntown
Bangor Merchants
g-vm.vm-vmmvm:vm-lmumvA-vm,vm=vmj
SPECIAL
SALE
Limited Time Only
CORDUROY JEANS
100% cotton flare leg
$9 9 5
Reg 514"
downtown Bangor
Jac & Jean Shops
in Old Town and Brewer
Holiday Store Hours
steepers
Hion,.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.
Jac & Jean shops
Old Town & Brewer
Mon.-Sot. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun. 12-5
There are no-finer
diamond rings
bb. NOSONG
Permanent registration loss
protection perfect qualtty
assured by Keepsake
Keepsake
"WE LOVE YOU"
a/4.3114,14S,',
MANnATTAN JEWELEH
-
"Whore Your Diamond
Droams Come True'
73 Main St.
Downtown Bangor
Other Stores In:
Portland, Brunswick
& Augusta
Picture 
cvrhGeift 
Shphas 
everythin 
o
gfor 
your
CHRISTMAS 
NEEDSFrom Cards & 
Giftwrapto Neat Gift IdeasEven Santa 
VVould
-Be 
Amazed-
() give 
someone youlove a gift 
r. deserve 
they
TICK UP SPOTS
•ESTABROOKE HALL
•HAUCK AUDITORIUM
• MEMORIAL GYM
U Of M TO DOWNTOWN BANGOR
• EN/FRY FRIDAy AND SATURDAY •
DEPART
V OF /.1
ARRIV E
BANGOR
DEPART
BAN GDR
4:30 5100 5:30
630 7:00 : 0
11: 00 11:30 1230
1 00 1:30 2.30
3:00 3:30 4 . 30
'YOUR ID. CARO IS YOUR Bus PASS • powNTowN BANGOR ASSOCIATION
sLo
for Men and Women
ROVERS-LIKE WALKING
BAREFOOT ON THE BEACH
ROVER TIE
Men's or Women's
26
The new negative heel way to walk.
Walk straight and feel a new
spring in every step. Relieves
front of the foot pressures. Try
the natural way and be your-
self again. Let Standard fit your
feet to Rovers today.
STANDARD SHOES
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL • BROADWAY
PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE
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"GET IT ON!"
(...YOUR T-SHIRT)
How to iron on
your Budweiser T-shirt decal
1 . For BESI results, use permanent plebs materials of
cotton and 50", polyester. 100",. COTTON MATE-
RIALS DO NOT HOLD COLOR AFTER SEVERAL
WASHINGS.
2. To protect your ironing board and items to be ironed
from staining, place a cover of plain paper over the board.
Notebook or bond typing paper is good. Do not use porous
paper, such as paper towels or tissue as they will allow ink
to leak through.
3. Slip your T-shirt over the end of the ironing board so that
the side you wish to print on is directly over the protective
paper.
iron
4. Cut decal pattern along the dotted lines and
place the design face down on the area you wish to
decorate. Pin pattern securely to shirt along the top
and bottom dotted lines so it can't slide as you iron.
Place another piece of protective paper over the design
to protect the iron. Do not use heavy brown paper.
5. Set your iron on -cotton- and allow it to heat to
proper temperature. Be sure to use a dry iron. When
is hot, press across the design with firm, even pressure
for one minute. Be sure to cover the entire design area. Let
T-shirt cool for about one minute before removing pattern.
NOTE ON I.AUNDEMING: lc,ish and dr, osith “thct pertn,inclit IISIlli;
prupuT .111(1 t 11111W1ill iii-L DI • tit it t tfl liii. 'III 'It's,
Inttenals s,)ttcn thc
dish ill! It I., halt tl/111 rIInstil lit tit oils ,tn•tt±.k, CAl i ,,r1 (iCk
(11,Ntied t.1 1;14, ql1(1(1. ICI-gilts littuiti troii.tcrtcci
(.tton blend gorrnclit, in ii ttii i v,;:th thi n,tn 1, 14,n, ,%i,trkt. Anfictisk•T Ru
unTil It rt,,pcm•-dbit, ti g dillIntli.tt ls It TYTtTI • 'I. !lig, 1\i litsII lit Ili
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Mort the Anti-Claus and the dancing
by Citizen
December is a strange month. probably
because of the holidays. The holidays make it
strange. At least that's what I've always
thought. Frenzied people rush complaining
about the speed of time. yearning for quiet of
the holidays which become frenzies in their
own right.
All of this made December perfect for
Mort, who thrived on frenzied madness. Mort
always has a Christmas party, which is odd. It
is odd that Mort should have a Christmas
party. For his parties to be odd is
commonplace.
You see, Mort does not believe in God and,
by association, he does not believe in Jesus.
I asked him once, if that was the case, why
does he always have those Christmas parties.
We have to celebrate Jesus' birthday,"
he said matter-of-factly.
"You told me yourself you don't believe in
Jesus," I replied.
That doesn't mean I can't celebrate," he
said. Mort is known for his impeccable logic.
That year, Mort produced one of his best
efforts. Two weeks before Christmas, word
circulated around town that Mort had rented
the Legion Hall for a major blow-out. It was
apparent to everyone that blow-out was his
Christmas party.
In the next two weeks, every conversation
seemed to center on speculation about the
party. What was Mort planning? Where die
he get the money? The latter was common
throughout the year. Mort's finances were
more mysterious than the Loch Ness Monster.
- ,-A
by Lisa%le rro
Twas the night before deadline, and all through
the office
The staff members were stirring and making a
ruckus
The stockings were hung by the news desk with
care
And we hoped that the beer kegs soon would be
there
The editors were sitting all snug at their desks
While visions of "copy flow- would not go to
rest
John smoked a cigar, while Carl in his cap
Had settled in his chair for a brief evening nap
When outside the window there arose such a
clatter
Carl sprang from his chair to see what was the
matter
Out to the parking lot we flew in a rush
Tore down the steps and ran through the slush
When, what to our wondering eyes should
appear
But Francis Steve Ward and eight kegs of beer
And then. before Ward had a moment to think
The Maine Campus staff had all started to drink
The work at the Campus seemed more like a
game
As Ward poured the beers and then called us by
name
"Here Debbie! here John! here Mike and
Theresa!
Here George! here Ginger! and here's one for
Lisa!
To the bottom of the glass, so frosty and tall!
Now drink away! drink away! drink away all!"
We drank and were jovial and talked all the
while
He spent large sums freely and his unkempt
appearence only fueled the speculation.
I received a call from Mort Christmas Eve
day while I was at work. He told me to appear
at the Legion Hall that evening, in any attire
or lack of attire I chose.
That evening, I made certain I had a good
belt of whiskey before leaving for the Legiona
Hall, telling myself it was cold outside, my
throat was dry and/or I was nervous about
Mort's mess. Multiple choice excuses.
I arrived at nine (no sense being early) and
had to fight my way into the building.
Inside, the long room was lit in red and
green. Over on the right, a hugh aluminum
tree, festooned with garish pink and light
blue ornaments and lit by a revolving
colorwheel, blazed like a 20th century version
of Moses' burning bush.
I'm sure this is what Mort thought when he
erected the monstrosity. Mort liked Moses.
"Anybody crazy enough to run around in the
desert for forty years," he told me once,
"belongs at my parties." Every year that tree
was somewhere at the party.
On the small stage, a band called
Lightening was playing Tullian tunes. They
had a mirror rigged behind the drummer to
reflect a white light each time it flashed.
Imitation lightening. The lead singer, wearing
a vest and jeans, looked like a gibbon. His
arms must have been five feet long. He had a
grunting, growling voice that made you
wonder when Tarzan would arrive to save the
day. The other four band members seemed to
blend with the walls. Their music and
appearence was that exciting.
Twas the night
before deadline
On the floor, a hundred people jumped,
bumped, wiggled and stomped in a mad
frenzy that made me look for Satan. I found
him later.
A crowd of people five deep hid a long bar
on the right. Every so often I caught a
glimpse of the bartender's hands vibrating as
they shook some potion. He could have
doubled for a hardware store paint shaker.
The red and green lights produced eerie
reflections off the amber bottles ranked
behind the bar, dozens of little alcoholic
soldiers. By evening's end they would
probably be the only one's still standing
straight.
Joey was playing pinball in the corner on
my left. Joey was an addict. I once had a
dream about him begging for dimes on the
street, wearing tattered, filthy rags. He would
weasle a dime or quarter from some
soft-hearted lady and then run to the poolhall
to take his chances with the silver ball. He
played with a poker face, fearing any
emotional display would goad the machine
into taking his game. He would always lose.
The last ball would fall into the slot and Joey
would kick the machine, his face contorted
+with anger. Normally. Joey was a quiet, shy
man.
That night, Joey was smiling. He must be
drunk, I thought. Then I heard the machine
clack, indicating a free game. I knew Joey
was drunk.
I fought my way over to have a look.
"Congratulations, Joey," I said.
"Thanks," he said. He didn't recognize
me. That machine was taking a beating. He
Until all of us wore the same silly smile
And the party grew louder and louder and
louder
'Til the noise we made matched a blast of
gunpowder
And then, in a twinkling, the party was still
We heard someone scratching outside on the sill
We put down our glasses and all looked around
When in jumped Art Guesman with a leap and a
bound
He was dressed in a bathrobe from his head to
his foot
And the wig on his head, it looked kind of cute
He had brought his own bean dip and package
of chips
We gave him a beer and he took a few sips
We sat and examined our honored advisor
Who kept trying and trying to make us all wiser
His eyes—how they rolled to the top of his head
His face—how it started to turn very red
He waved his cigarette around in his hand
And talked about newspapers across the land
And we looked this man over from his toes to
his head
And knew in our hearts we had nothing to dread
So he sat and he talked and his bean dip he ate
'Til the party grew dull and the evening grew
late
Then, admitting he just couldn't take any more
He put down his beer and sped to the door
He sprang to his car and stepped on the gas
And thanked God the day was behind him at
last
But we heard him exclaim, as he drove out of
sight
"Happy Christmas to all, and to all a good
night.-
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THE GREAT LOOK
OF LEATHERS
You'll find leathers on
our street floor, in pantcoat
lengths. Untrimmed $98 to$110. Zip
-lined $105 or $115
Visit our second floor
leathershop. Junior and
Missy sizes at $136 & $175
Fur trimmed leathers in 7/8
and full length styles are $189 & $298
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
MONTHS TO PAY
NO INTEREST CHARGE
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